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Abstract: Facial expression is an important carrier to reflect psychological emotion, and the lightweight
expression recognition system with small-scale and high transportability is the basis of emotional
interaction technology of intelligent robots. With the rapid development of deep learning, fine-
grained expression classification based on the convolutional neural network has strong data-driven
properties, and the quality of data has an important impact on the performance of the model. To solve
the problem that the model has a strong dependence on the training dataset and weak generalization
performance in real environments in a lightweight expression recognition system, an application
method of confidence learning is proposed. The method modifies self-confidence and introduces two
hyper-parameters to adjust the noise of the facial expression datasets. A lightweight model structure
combining a deep separation convolution network and attention mechanism is adopted for noise
detection and expression recognition. The effectiveness of dynamic noise detection is verified on
datasets with different noise ratios. Optimization and model training is carried out on four public
expression datasets, and the accuracy is improved by 4.41% on average in multiple test sample sets. A
lightweight expression recognition system is developed, and the accuracy is significantly improved,
which verifies the effectiveness of the application method.

Keywords: confidence learning; expression recognition system; dynamic noise adjustment; datasets
optimization

1. Introduction

The expectation of a convenient daily life, an aging society, child care in two-job
families, and the shortage of nursing staff and other issues have created a large demand for
intelligent service robots. Due to the need to directly provide corresponding services for
users, the human–computer interaction of intelligent service robots needs to be comprehen-
sive and natural. Service robots need to recognize users’ emotions and respond in many
application scenarios which are defined as emotional interaction.

Facial expression is an important way for humans to express emotions and accounts
for 55% of the information in communication [1]. Facial expression recognition is widely
used in medical [2], business, teaching [3], criminal investigation, and other fields to
analyze people’s emotional states by capturing facial expressions.Therefore, the emotional
interaction intelligent robot based on expression recognition has become a research hotspot.

Expression recognition has been gradually studied by many subjects such as computer
science, psychology, cognitive science, neural computing, and so on since the 1990s. Two
core steps of expression recognition are feature extraction and expression classification.
Feature recognition is particularly important in traditional methods. Global feature extrac-
tion methods and local feature extraction methods represented by geometric and texture
feature extraction have been proposed. Machine learning is first applied to the expression
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classification after traditional expression feature extraction when developed, including
SVM [4], KNN [5], and so on. However, the usage of complex algorithms and artificial
feature extraction has the disadvantages of incomplete feature definition, inaccurate feature
extraction, and being too cumbersome and time-consuming.

Many recognition tasks have made revolutionary leaps with the development of deep
learning. The approach to feature extraction becomes extremely different with a deep
artificial neural network. Instead of using complex algorithms or even manual feature
extraction for pattern recognition, a large amount of data is “fed” into the black box of
the convolutional neural network, and feature extraction and expression classification are
carried out at the same time. The extracted features include color, texture, edge, and other
features that human beings can understand, as well as a large number of features that
human beings cannot even understand and explain directly. The weights of extracted
features are updated iteratively through the back-propagation algorithm and optimizer,
and an excellent effect is achieved.

A type of deep artificial neural network named convolutional neural network (CNN)
originated from Hubel and Wiesel [6], who put forward the concept of “receptive field” in
the study of cat visual structure and functional mechanism. CNN has been proved to have
great advantages in image recognition and classification and has gradually become the
mainstream method of expression recognition. In the study, most researchers improve the
emotion recognition accuracy by increasing the size and depth when designing convolution
network such as AlexNet [7], VGG [8], GoogLeNet [9], ResNet [10], and DenseNet [11].
However, this strategy of increasing the model complexity greatly increases the amount of
calculation and puts forward higher requirements for hardware in the application so that
the algorithms have poor portability for platform equipment with limited computing power,
which is not conducive to real-time emotional interaction. Some current methods to make
the neural network lightweight, including quantization, pruning, low-rank decomposition,
teacher–student network, and lightweight network, design are used by researchers to
solve the above problems. Some lightweight models for the domain of image recognition
have been proposed through the study of efficient networks and lightweight methods
at present [12]. A lightweight facial expression recognition system is characterized by
small memory consumption and strong portability. It is generally constructed by a small-
scale convolutional neural network model generated from the simplified deep CNN using
lightweight methods. However, the lightweight model structure will lose part of the
learning ability. The recognition model trained on specific datasets has a gap in performance
from that on the verification dataset in the face of complex and diverse real environment
samples, thus the generalization performance is difficult to guarantee. Such systems have
poor performance in real interactive applications.

The seven recognized categories of expressions include happiness, surprise, sadness,
fear, disgust, and anger [13]. Facial expression recognition has strong data-driven prop-
erties as a kind of fine-grained classification and the dataset samples at the input of the
network also have an important influence on the performance, especially the generalization
performance of the model in addition to the network structure and training algorithm as
a consequence. The approach to improving the generalization performance is to increase
the sample size, but the cost is high. In addition, it is liable to produce many incorrectly
labeled samples that are difficult to identify and evaluate, namely, noise samples in the
process of labeling. In this regard, a Self-Cure Network (SCN) is proposed to suppress the
uncertainty in expression datasets because of the belief that noise samples may lead to in-
sufficient learning of effective features [14], whereas SCN is aimed at large-scale expression
recognition. On the one hand, it increases the weight module fully connected with the
samples, changes the training process, and greatly increases the amount of calculation. On
the other hand, it depends on the self-learning of the model. To optimize through the noise
adjustment of datasets is a feasible solution, and there is less relevant research at present. A
Confidence Learning (CL) algorithm [15] for the problem of noise samples is proposed, and
certain noise detection effects on datasets such as ImageNet are achieved. A Confidence
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Learning (CL) algorithm for the problem of noise samples is proposed in Reference [15],
which achieved certain noise detection effects on datasets such as ImageNet. Therefore, the
confidence learning algorithm for noise sample recognition and cleaning of datasets can be
feasible and effective.

This paper builds a lightweight facial expression recognition system based on a
network structure combining deep separation convolution and attention mechanism, and a
confidence learning application method is proposed to detect and adjust the noise sample
of the training dataset, in which appropriate noise samples are reserved and the robustness
of the model is improved. The purpose of this approach is to generalize the suitable model
chosen on specific training datasets to the real environment and improve the performance
of robot emotional interaction in engineering applications. Specifically, this paper’s main
contributions lie in the following:

• In the expression recognition of human–computer natural emotional interactions, we
find that the actual lightweight recognition system has poor recognition effect on the
real environment, insufficient recognition rate, and interaction stability no matter how
excellent the network recognizing accuracy is on a certain dataset in the theoretical
simulation. We use a confidence learning algorithm to adjust the dataset to improve
the generalization ability in the recognition environment in reality.

• In the confidence learning algorithm, we improve the reliability of noise detection by
modifying the self-confidence.

• In the application of confidence learning, we propose to transfer the concept of hyper-
parameters in machine learning to confidence learning and set the hyper-parameters
according to the related problems affecting the noise adjustment effect. By manually
adjusting the learning effect, the portability and flexibility of this method are improved.

• A lightweight expression recognition system suitable for human–computer emotional
interaction is established, and the recognition effect is significantly improved through
application optimization.

• This study provides an optimization idea for other lightweight human–computer
interaction systems based on deep neural networks.

This paper introduces this strategy in five parts. Section 2 reviews the works related to
the research background, algorithms, and engineering applications of this paper. Section 3
introduces the algorithm, application ideas, and methods of confidence learning, and briefly
describes the model construction and training of the lightweight expression recognition sys-
tem. Section 4 verifies the constructed system and the proposed scheme by three designed
experiments. The experiments are carried out, and the results are analyzed and discussed.
Section 5 succinctly summarizes the work of this paper and analyzes the shortcomings and
further research improvement. The proposed method in this paper can play an important
role in improving the emotional interaction experience of intelligent robots.

2. Related Works
2.1. Human–Computer Emotion Interaction Based on Facial Expression

Human–computer emotion interaction based on facial expression is applied in many
scenes. For example, drivers’ emotions can be recognized by facial expressions to monitor
their emotional state to react promptly so that some traffic accidents can be avoided [16],
and the robot recognizes the expression and interacts with the user at the same time
so that the experience of the human–computer interaction will become better [17]. The
corresponding emotional interaction development can be carried out based on some famous
robot platforms such as NAO and Pepper. Using a lightweight expression recognition
system is a feasible method to improve portability in different emotion-based interactions.

2.2. Lightweight CNN for Recognition Tasks

Several typical lightweight CNNs at present include Xception [18], MobileNet [19],
ShuffleNet [20], and SqueezeNet [21]. Module Inception [9,22–24] is an important lightweight
idea for models. In the inception module, the spatial correlation between the channels of
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the convolution layer can be separated and mapped, respectively. The main idea is to use
the 1× 1 convolution kernel to map each channel of the characteristic graph to a new small
space, learn the correlation between channels in this process, and then use the conventional
3× 3 or 5× 5 convolution kernel or Concat operation to correlate the correlation between
space and channels.

SqueezeNet is the earliest lightweight model. It draws on the idea of Inception
that 1× 1 convolution is used to reduce the number of channels input to the subsequent
convolution kernel, and the dimension of the characteristic graph is increased in the
subsequent module. In addition, the feature map resolution is maintained by delayed
downsampling to obtain higher classification accuracy.

ShuffleNet and MobileNet are both built on depthwise separable convolutions. This
network reduces the amount of computation and retains more information through depth-
wise convolution and pointwise convolution.

Xception is the abbreviation of Extreme Inception with the core idea of 2D depthwise
separable convolution to completely separate the correlation of channel space. It first carries
out the spatial convolution of each channel, then the channels are correlated, and simplifies
the nonlinear activation function after the module. It is stacked in the form of a residual
structure, which makes the model framework flexible to optimize.

2.3. Application of Confidence Learning in Engineering

Confidence learning has been applied in some engineering practices. CL is used by
Li Wenna et al. [25] to detect errors in the knowledge base. In this application, the dataset
has positive and negative binary classification samples, and the recognition model used
is a multi-layer perceptron. In the application of confidence learning, samples that are
discriminated wrong by the threshold are directly dropped. Better results may be achieved
in a specific application, but in this case, the sample retention will decrease and there will
be an overfitting risk in deep network learning.

Confidence learning is used by Zhang Minghua et al. [26] to evaluate air traffic
complexity with noise. Serial machine learning algorithms are used to jointly study and
judge the threshold. The threshold obtained can be more objective compared to judging
according to one model. However, this method is time-consuming and computationally
expensive if it is used in a deep network. Samples also are retained by dropping noise at a
certain rate but the rate still seems to be high and not flexible.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample Noise Detection Based on Confidence Learning
3.1.1. Confidence Learning

A confidence learning algorithm for noise sample recognition and cleaning of datasets [15]
is proposed. The algorithm trains the dataset through the noise recognition model, and
the trained model reversely test the samples in the original dataset. Its core idea is to take
the newly learned knowledge as the criterion to re-examine the source of knowledge. The
steps are as follows:

1. Select noise detection model according to application requirements;
2. The threshold value of the sample being wrongly labeled as a certain type of label,

which is defined as the self-confidence is determined by the model’s prediction
probability of the samples;

3. Compute the confusion matrix.

In this paper, the structure of the noise detection model is consistent with that of the
recognition model. The set of seven categories of label values in the expression dataset is
denoted as Y that is defined by the following Formula (1):

Y = {y|0 ≤ y ≤ 6, y ∈ Z} (1)
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The set of the dataset samples is denoted as X that is defined by the following
Formula (2):

X =
{
(x, ỹ)n|x ∈ Rd, ỹ ∈ Y

}
(2)

where x is 1× d sample pixel data, and d is the product of the length and width pixels of
the sample image. ỹ is the corresponding label of the sample, and n is the sample size of the
dataset. The sample count matrix of labeled label ỹ and potential real label y∗ is denoted by
C, C ∈ N7×7, and the elements in C are evaluated by the following Formula (3):

Ci,j =
∣∣Xi,j

∣∣ (3)

In the formula above Xi,j is computed as the following Equation (4):

Xi,j =
{

x|x ∈ Xỹ=i, p(j; x) ≥ tj
}

(4)

where Xỹ=i is the subset of all samples labeled with i in the sample set. p(j; x) represents
the predicted probability of sample x for label j. tj is the self-confidence of label j and is
computed as Equation (5):

tj =
1∣∣Xỹ=j
∣∣ ∑

x∈Xỹ=j

p(j; x) (5)

3.1.2. Application Method

The framework of the lightweight expression recognition system is shown in Figure 1.

Read image frame

Face detection and 

preprocessing

Real-time recognition Based on 

the lightweight CNN

Show the emotion

Interactive devices of robot

Communication

Camera

Real-world 
sample

Interactive 
interface

Figure 1. Block diagram of the system.

The application idea of confidence learning sample noise detection in the system is
shown in Figure 2. By adjusting the noise to optimize the training dataset, the dependence
of the lightweight model on the specific training set can be reduced and the recognition
ability in the actual emotional interaction can be enhanced.
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Raw training dataset
Noise adjustment using 

confidence learning

Optimized training dataset
Training

The lightweight CNN model

Figure 2. The Idea of the application.

In the optimization of expression recognition dataset, there are the following main
problems:

1. The existing noise-cleaning mechanism cannot meet the demand. If the noise samples
are cleared at the scale of 10−1 [15,26], it is easy to cause the loss of a large number
of high-quality facial expression image samples in large-scale datasets. If the sample
noise is too low, the model is over-fitting;

2. The identification of noise samples is inadequate. There are also some noise samples
in the sample set which are not judged as noise by the confidence learning mechanism.

This paper introduces hyper-parameters aiming at the above problems. Hyper-
parameters are parameters defined and valued before model learning in machine learning,
such as the learning rate, the number of network layers, the number of hidden units, and
the kernel size of layers in CNN [27] that are used to manually adjust the learning effect.
The concept can be applied to the confidence learning process to more flexibly adjust the
noise detection range according to the application requirements without increasing the
complexity of the model, so it is suitable for lightweight systems.

Specifically, to solve problem 1 , sample labels were revised to reduce sample loss [14].
However, the revision discriminant threshold of noise detection is strongly dependent on
the noise detection model. Therefore, modified self-confidence is proposed in this paper,
which mainly includes two aspects: First, the self-confidence of a certain type of label is
the probability mean. In order to improve the reliability of the mean, the low outliers are
eliminated by the triple standard deviation method to reduce the impact of extreme data.
Then, p(j; x) in Equation (5) needs to meet the following Formula (6):

p(j; x) > tj − 3 ·
√

∑
x∈Xỹ=i

(p(j; x)− tj)
2 (6)

Secondly, the sample revision threshold is increased according to a certain proportion
to reduce the influence of model recognition unreliability and noise detection range. In this
paper, a set of distrust coefficients (DC) is introduced which is denoted as DC, then there is
DC ∈ R7. The seven values in the coefficient vector are multiplied by the self-confidence
of the seven expression categories in the detection model, respectively. Each coefficient has
a lower limit of 1 and an upper limit of maxj, and the following inequality 7 holds:

maxj =
max

x
(p(j; x))

tj
(7)

To solve problem 2 , potential noise samples were mined and cleared of the sample set
that had been recognized incorrectly by the detection model but not recognized as noise in
a certain proportion. In this paper, a Random Noise Reduction Coefficient (RC) denoted as
RC is introduced and 0 ≤ RC ≤ 1. In order to ensure small sample loss and test objectivity,
the magnitude is generally no more than 10−2.

The application process of the above method is shown in Figure 3.
Three steps are mainly included in the process:

• Raw processing. The lightweight CNN model selected is trained on the initial sample
set. All predictions including the probability of each facial expression for each sample
can be calculated by the trained original model. Two groups from the sample set can
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be divided according to the comparison between the predicted label and the origin
label. The self-confidence of an expression category can be simultaneously calculated
from predicted probabilities of the certain facial expression for all samples.

• New dataset generation. The two groups of the sample set and self-confidence ob-
tained in the first step are processed. The eliminated outliers are checked and removed
for the calculation of self-confidence. Self-confidences are then adjusted by the set
of distrust coefficients. The incorrectly predicted group is divided into two parts
according to the modified self-confidences, the relabeled one and the random noise re-
duced one. The final adjusted dataset is combined with the two parts and the correctly
predicted group.

• Optimized data training. The final adjusted model is the same model structure trained
on the adjusted training set.

initial sample sets X

A lightweight model

Original  model

Eliminate outliers

DC adjustment

Calculate self confidence

Predicted  probability 

of samples

Correctly predicted

Incorrectly predicted

Raw processing

Sample set

Modified self confidence

AX

Sample set

Sample set

Adjusted sample set 'X

Relabeling

Randomly 

noise reducting

BX

CX

Adjusted model

New dataset generation Optimized data training

A lightweight model

Figure 3. Application method.

3.1.3. Evaluation of Noise Detection Effect

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 Score [25], Relabel Accuracy, and Retention Rate are
statistically determined in a noise detection. The formulas for the above estimates are
as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(8)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(9)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(10)

F1 =
2 · TP

2 · TP + FN + FP
(11)

Relabel Accuracy =
TNrl
Nrl

(12)

Retention Rate =
NR
NO

(13)

where TP is the number of true noise samples recognized, FP is the number of non-noise
samples incorrectly recognized as noise, FN is the number of unrecognized true noise
samples, and TN is the number of non-noise samples correctly recognized. Nrl is the
sample number to be relabeled, TNrl is the sample number relabeled correctly; NO is the
sample number of the original dataset, and NR is the sample number that has been retained
after noise detection. It can be perceived from the formulas that Accuracy reflects the
accuracy of overall prediction, Precision reflects the reliability of prediction results of noise
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samples, and Recall reflects the accuracy of noise samples in the original samples. F1 score
reflects the comprehensive evaluation of the above three values on the noise detection
effect and the higher the value, the better the noise detection effect and the larger the
detection range. The Relabel Accuracy is the proportion of the correct revised samples in
all the revised samples, reflecting the positive effect of relabeling. The higher the revision
accuracy is, the more effective the relabeling is. The Retention Rate is the proportion of the
total amount of optimized samples to the total amount of original samples. The larger the
sample retention rate is, the fewer samples that are lost and the better the data retention.

3.2. Lightweight Expression Recognition System
3.2.1. Image Preprocessing

Image preprocessing includes image graying, face detection, data normalization,
resizing and dimension adjustment adapting to the requirements of the model, and
data augmentation:

• Image graying. Image graying is necessary for recognition because of the feature
complexity in RGB color images. In fact, the facial expression features in the gray
image have met the recognition requirements, and it can greatly reduce the amount of
calculation compared with color images. The average method in Formula (14) is used
to convert RGB images into gray images:

Gray(x, y) = [R(x, y) + G(x, y) + B(x, y)]/3 (14)

• Face detection. Face detection refers to recognizing the region and location of the
face using corresponding algorithms. The MTCNN [28] algorithm, which is accepted
to do nice work, is adopted. The MTCNN algorithm is a face detection and face
alignment method based on deep learning. It can complete the tasks of face detection
and face alignment at the same time. Compared with traditional algorithms, it has
better performance and faster detection speed. Image pyramid, P-Net, R-Net, and
O-Net are the main steps included.

• Data normalization. We normalize each value of the pixel data of the input image to
the [−1,1] interval through Formula (15) in order to better use the standardized data
for training:

N = (I/255.0− 0.5)× 2 (15)

N is the result of normalization, and I is the input pixel matrix in Formula (15). After
this processing, the illumination and other factors of the image are weakened, the
extraction of useful features is easier, and the amount of calculation is reduced, so as
to accelerate the convergence.

• Data augmentation. Data augmentation is a technique to expand the dataset and
reduce overfitting based on some transformations of the data samples of the exist-
ing dataset. The main operations include cutting pictures, stretching, adjusting the
brightness and angle, etc.

3.2.2. Selection of CNN Model Structure

A depthwise separable convolutional network [17] is adopted for facial expression
recognition and noise detection in order to improve the operating efficiency of the recog-
nition system. The network decouples the channel correlation and spatial correlation of
the convolutional neural network, simplifies the network, and removes parameters with
the idea of the residual module, which greatly reduces the model size. Its core processes,
including depthwise convolution and pointwise convolution, are shown in Figure 4.
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1

1

Input image
Depthwise 

convolution

Feature map for 

each channel

Pointwise 

convolution
Final feature map

Figure 4. Depthwise separable convolution.

In order to focus on important feature weights in model learning, this paper adds the
attention mechanism module CBAM [29] after the depth separation convolution layer of
the first residual module of the CNN model [17]. The CBAM module has two sequential
sub-modules: channel attention module and spatial attention module. For the channel
attention module, the process can be summarized as:

F′ = Mc(F)⊗ F

F′′ = Ms
(
F′
)
⊗ F′

(16)

where F ∈ RC×H×W denotes an intermediate input feature map, Mc ∈ RC×1×1 denotes
a 1D channel attention map, Ms ∈ R1×H×W denotes a 2D spatial attention map, and ⊗
denotes element-wise multiplication. The channel attention module is computed as:

Mc(F) = σ(MLP(Avg Pool(F)) + MLP(Max Pool(F)))

= σ
(

W1

(
W0

(
Fc

avg

))
+ W1(W0(Fc

max))
) (17)

where Fc
avg and Fm

max denote average-pooled features and max-pooled features, respectively.
W0 ∈ RC/r×C and W1 ∈ RC×C/r, and they are the weights of the multi-layer perceptron
(MLP). σ denotes the sigmoid function. The sigmoid function is calculated as:

y =
1

1 + e−x (18)

As the specific model structural parameters have been described in the reference [17],
they will not be described here. A simple schematic diagram of the model structure is
shown in Figure 5.

BN refers to Batch Normalization, which can solve the problem that the data distri-
bution changes in the training process, so as to prevent the gradient from disappearing or
exploding and speed up the training speed. It is calculated as:

y(i) ← γ� x̂(i) + β (19)

where γ denotes the Stretch parameter, and β denotes the Offset parameter. The Relu
function is calculated as:

f (x) = max(0, x) (20)

The scale test comparison of some lightweight models is shown in Table 1.
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Entry flow Middle flow Exit flow

images input

BN,Relu

conv2D

BN,Relu

conv2D

BN
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SeparableConv2D

BN
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MaxPooling2D

conv2D

softmax

GlobalAveragePooling2D

CBAM

BN

conv2D
BN,Relu

SeparableConv2D

BN

SeparableConv2D

MaxPooling2D

×4

Figure 5. Diagram of model structure.

Table 1. Scale tests of some lightweight network.

Network Number of Parameters (Thousand) Size of Model (M)

Xception [18] 20,902.5 239
MobileNet [19] 3235.5 37.1
ShuffleNet [20] 1947.1 23.8

Deep separable CNN [17] 203.4 2.53
CNN [17] + CBAM 203.7 2.55

It can be found that the network of reference [17] is very tiny, which is suitable
for building a lightweight facial expression recognition system. However, the proposed
CNN [17]+CBAM can improve the accuracy of the reference [17] network by about
1 percentage point in training convergence on the FER2013 [30] dataset, but the model
size is almost unchanged, so it is feasible.

3.2.3. Training of the Model

At the input layer, the model structure is matched to normalize the image pixel data
and data augmentation is used in the training process to improve the robustness of the
model. The softmax function is adopted at the end of the network, and the output result of
expression category i of a sample x is recorded as Si(x), so the calculation Formula (21) is
as follows:

Si(x) =
epi(x)

∑j epj(x)
(21)

where pi(x) is the probability score of sample x to the expression category i. The cross-
entropy loss function is used to calculate the error, and the Formula (22) is as follows:

L = − 1
N ∑

i

6

∑
c=0

qc(x) log(Si(x)) (22)

where N is the number of samples, and qc(x) is the symbolic function representing whether
the real label category of sample x is c.

4. Design and Results of the Experiments
4.1. Content and Purpose of the Experiments

Three experiments are carried out to verify the validity of the proposed method.
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• Experiment 1: In order to prove the effect of confidence learning on the noise detection
effect of facial expression dataset and the effect of the proposed hyper-parameters, a
group of hyperparameters were used to evaluate datasets with different noise ratios;

• Experiment 2: In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method in facial
expression recognition using the model above, four public facial expression datasets
are used as training sets for optimization and comparison experiments;

• Experiment 3: In order to prove the function of the proposed method in the practical
lightweight recognition system, the system is built and a real-time recognition exper-
iment of real samples is carried out. The overall accuracy rate, the accuracy rate of
various expressions, and specific frames are compared intuitively.

4.2. Datasets and Environment of the Experiments

The datasets are preprocessed before the experiment, including image graying, face
detection and extraction, and resizing into 48 × 48 images. The datasets involved in-
clude FER2013 [30], FERPlus [31], CK+ [32], RAF-DB [33], KDEF [34], and JAFFE [35].
FERPlus [31] is a multi-label dataset formed by relabeling based on FER2013 [30]. In
order to ensure the effectiveness of the noise detection effect test, in this paper, a total
of 7942 samples which are in the original seven emoticon categories and with 10 voters
voting for are selected from FERPlus as the correct label sample dataset. The correct sample
labels of 10%, 20%, and 30% are randomly modified as noises and recorded as datasets
FERplUS-10, FERPLUS-20, and FERPLUS-30, respectively.

The operating system for the experiment is win10, the CPU is Intel i7, and the running
memory is 16G. The GPU is NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 with 8G video memory.

4.3. Results of the Experiments
4.3.1. Experiment 1

Six groups of hyper-parameters are tested on FERPLUS-10, FERPLUS-20, and FERPLUS-
30. The first five groups are randomly selected within the range, and the sixth group does
not exert influence. The proposed lightweight model is used for dynamic noise detection
and adjustment. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters.

Number DC RC

1 [1.03, 1.03, 1.08, 1, 1.02, 1, 1.08] 0.01
2 [1.05, 1.065, 1.023, 1.01, 1.02, 1.01, 1.08] 0.002
3 [1.066, 1.08, 1.04, 1, 1.033, 1.02, 1.024] 0.008
4 [1.2, 1.3, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.08] 0.02
5 [1.05, 1.3, 1.05, 1.06, 1.3, 1, 1.01] 0.03
6 [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] 0

The noise detection evaluation values are counted according to Section 3.1.3, as shown
in Figure 6.

From the change in the F1 Score, it can be judged that the defined hyper-parameters
can dynamically adjust the detection range of noise samples with high precision and
accuracy and minimal sample loss in the process. Moreover, the proposed parameters show
a certain positive correlation with the detection effect in different noise ratio datasets.
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Figure 6. Dynamic noise detection effect of different noise proportions.

4.3.2. Experiment 2

The models are trained on RAF-DB, CK+, KDEF, and FER2013 before and after opti-
mization and are verified by sampling in a certain proportion on original RAF-DB, CK+,
JAFFE, KDEF, and FER2013. Among them, four datasets other than the training set are
taken as the corresponding actual environment samples. In order to ensure the effectiveness
of the experiment, the single validation sample set of the model obtained before and after
the optimization of each specific training set is the same. In order to reduce contingency,
five random samples are selected for each validation set, and the average recognition
accuracy is taken as the result. The experimental results of the generalization performance
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Model recognition performance before and after noise adjustment in the training set.

Training Dataset Noise Adjustment 1 RAF-DB CK+ JAFFE KDEF FER2013

RAF-DB
× 81.40% 71.00% 39.50% 53.20% 51.10%
X 80.80% 72.60% 47.30% 58.70% 51.60%

CK+ × 30.70% 99.40% 25.60% 40.00% 29.90%
X 35.70% 94.80% 30.20% 36.10% 30.20%

KDEF × 19.90% 29.70% 20.90% 77.50% 21.40%
X 26.50% 48.70% 30.20% 76.90% 25.70%

FER2013
× 60.80% 64.80% 41.90% 50.50% 71.30%
X 61.40% 68.70% 46.50% 51.30% 71.00%
1 In the column ’Noise Adjustment’, to the training set, × means the noise adjustment hasn’t been made and
X means the noise adjustment has been made.

It can be perceived that the accuracy of the model optimized by the training set
decreases slightly on the original training set. This is because the optimized model is
trained based on the noise-adjusted training set, and the test sets are all original datasets.
Therefore, the accuracy of the optimized model will inevitably decline in the original
training set but will rise in other test sets that are not for training, which indicates that the
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dependence on specific training sets has decreased. From Table 3, the verification accuracy
on most other datasets has indeed improved. We can analyze the performance of each
training set in its corresponding real sample environment before and after noise adjustment
from Table 3. The assessment is shown in Table 4.

It can be deduced from Table 4 that the generalization performance of the adjusted
model has been improved to a certain extent. The Accuracy in other datasets is inferior
for the training set KDEF. The reason is that KDEF has 4900 samples in total but includes
only 70 subjects. The samples are photographed in the laboratory environment, and the
image size, illumination, clarity, and posture are strictly controlled. The same expression of
the same subject has multiple samples from different angles, but there is no difference in
their facial expression characteristics. Therefore, its effective sample size is too small for
deep neural network learning, resulting in overfitting. From the data, the relative increase
for the model trained by KDEF before and after noise adjustment is observed to be much
higher than the other training sets. It can be inferred that the more serious the overfitting,
the better the optimization effect.

The virtue of the purpose of this study is to build a lightweight expression recognition
system and adopt confidence learning noise detection to optimize the practical application
effect. Only the network structure constructed in Section 3.2 is tested, and other networks
will not be further discussed in this article.

Table 4. Improvements in accuracy relative to real sample environment.

Training Set Adjustment 5 Accuracy 1 Absolute Increase 2 Relative Increase 3

RAF-DB
× 53.70%

3.85% 7.17%X 57.55%

CK+ × 31.55% 1.50% 4.75%
X 33.05%

KDEF × 22.98% 9.80% 42.66%
X 32.78%

FER2013 × 54.50% 2.48% 4.54%
X 56.98%

Total average 4 - - 4.41% 14.78%
1 The accuracy here refers to the recognition effect of the model trained on a training set on the dataset
other than the original training dataset. For example, the first row of data in Table 3 represents the model
effect trained before the adjustment of RAF-DB, so the accuracy of the first row in Table 4 is calculated as
the mean value of the accuracy of the first row in Table 3 on CK +, JAFFE, KDEF, and FER2013, that is,
(71.00% + 39.5% + 53.2% + 51.1%) ÷ 4 = 53.7%. 2 The column Absolute increase means the increase in the data in
column Accuracy before and after noise adjustment for the relative training set. For example, 3.85% is the result
of 57.55% minus 53.70%. 3 The column Relative increase means the percentage of the absolute increase to the
accuracy before noise adjustment for the relative training set. For example, 7.17% is the result of 3.85% divided by
53.70%. 4 Total average means the mean value of the column.5 In the column ’Adjustment’, to the training set, ×
means the noise adjustment hasn’t been made and X means the noise adjustment has been made.

4.3.3. Experiment 3

The Intel realistic depth camera D435 deployed to the interactive terminal of the
intelligent robot is used to obtain facial images. The data acquisition range of d435 can
reach 10m and the frame rate is 30 fps, which can better meet the requirements of the
shooting environment and real-time performance. In the actual expression recognition, the
depth image is not used. The purpose of using the depth camera is to cooperate with the
robot terminal to facilitate the integration of the system with other depth image recognition
interactive methods such as gesture and posture. The back end of the recognition system
uses the deep learning framework Keras to train and load the recognition model and
preprocesses the acquired image through OpenCV and NumPy. The front end adopts
the pyqt5 framework for interactive interface development for displaying the recognition
image, expression category, and total recognition time in real-time and for tracking the
emotion polarity classification [36] information of the displayed expression. The system
recognition frame rate is 16.9 fps.
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Through further statistics on the data in Table 3, the accuracy of the training model is
weighted based on the sample size of each test set before and after optimization of the four
training datasets, and the standard deviation of the accuracy on all test sets are obtained, as
shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Effect of models in Experiment 2.

Training Dataset Noise Adjustment 1 Accuracy Standard Deviation

RAF-DB
× 59.00% 0.17
X 59.50% 0.14

CK+ × 32.60% 0.31
X 33.70% 0.28

KDEF × 24.00% 0.25
X 29.10% 0.22

FER2013
× 67.50% 0.12
X 67.60% 0.11

1 In the column ’Noise Adjustment’, to the training set, × means the noise adjustment hasn’t been made and
X means the noise adjustment has been made.

It can be seen from Table 5 that the model trained by FER2013 in Table 3 has the highest
weighted average accuracy and the lowest standard deviation, meaning a high recognition
accuracy and a stable performance. Therefore, this group of models is selected for the
experiment at the back end of the system. Three subjects are randomly tested in real-time,
and they make seven expressions to different degrees. The total number of frames and
accuracy of the test is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Tests of recognition system.

Subject Total Frames Adjustment 1 Correctly Recognized Accuracy Absolute Increase Relative Increase

A 2647
× 1722 65.05% 18.55% 28.52%
X 2213 83.60%

B 2650 × 1901 71.74% 10.37% 14.46%
X 2176 82.11%

C 2289
× 1575 68.81% 14.11% 20.51%
X 1898 82.92%

Average - - - - 14.34% 21.16%
1 In the column ’Adjustment’, to the training set, × means the noise adjustment hasn’t been made and Xmeans the
noise adjustment has been made.

The average accuracy rate increased by 14.34%, which is significantly higher than the
test results of the public dataset. The analysis reason is that the expression change speed
of the subjects is lower than the frame rate during the real-time test. Similar frames with
correct recognition after optimization and wrong recognition before optimization would be
continuously recorded, resulting in a larger gap. The comparison of test frame number and
accuracy rate of various expressions are shown in Table 7 and Figure 7, respectively.

Table 7. Numbers of test frames for various expressions.

Emotion Subject A Subject B Subject C

Angry 230 466 583
Disgust 292 221 415
Scared 383 459 444
Happy 387 361 210

Sad 540 394 286
Surprised 512 550 231
Neutral 303 199 120
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Figure 7. Comparison of various expression recognition tests.

It can be judged from Figure 7 that the accuracies of neutral and happy have high
recognition using the model before optimization and were not significantly improved after
optimization. However, the model greatly improved in the categories of anger, disgust,
fear, and sadness. The system interface displays the optimized model recognition results in
real-time. Some recognition frames and the corresponding expression probability outputs
of subject A are shown in Figure 8.
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It can be seen that the adjusted model also has a higher probability output of correct
expression when recognizing the correct label at the same time.

5. Conclusions

This paper puts forward the problems of low recognition accuracy and poor gener-
alization performance in the actual interaction and improves it from the perspective of a
training dataset aiming at a lightweight expression recognition system in the emotional in-
teraction scene of an intelligent robot. In order to reduce the dependence of the lightweight
model on the specific training set, the application of a confidence learning algorithm is
proposed to optimize the training set by noise sample detection. The relabeling method is
applied at the same time. The hyper-parameters are innovatively introduced to manually
adjust the noise detection range to match the application requirements and obtain better
system robustness.

On the theoretical side, we add uncertainty to the confidence learning algorithm so
that its learning effect can be adjusted by some preset hyper-parameters as the mode of
machine learning, which increases flexibility and creates more possibilities for its better
and wider application. However, the algorithm has not been accurately verified for other
machine learning algorithms or deep learning networks and will be further studied in the
future. On the practical side, a lightweight expression recognition system is established.
We analyzed and found the insufficient recognition generalization performance caused by
dataset dependence, and introduced confidence learning in an innovative way for noise
detection and adjustment so that we realized a great improvement in the recognition effect
in the actual system recognition, which is of great significance in the engineering application
of human–computer emotional interaction. However, the generalizability of the application
effect, such as the effect on special groups such as the elderly, children, and patients with
facial diseases, needs to be further studied. In addition, frame-by-frame static expression
recognition is proven to be effective after optimization in real-time recognition, but the
recognition stability of the system is insufficient. More dynamic recognition methods will
be further discussed in the future.

This paper further makes full use of the specific training set to optimize the model
parameters without increasing the complexity of the model, changing the training method,
and expanding the new dataset in other publications. It achieves good results in an
actual lightweight expression recognition system. In the follow-up, the improvement
of the lightweight model structure and the selection and optimization method of hyper-
parameters will be further studied, and based on this, a robot emotional interaction system
with a better experience will be built.

6. Patents

Expression recognition and emotion tracking method based on artificial and com-
pound optimization dataset (CN202111173985.4).
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